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Abstract: Currently the present-time value of the Hubble constant is estimated through finding the optimum fit to the 

observationally measured data. Here, assuming a flat universe with zero cosmological constant, based on the conservation of 

total mass-energy and a correction for the effect of time dilation, the total present-time value of the energy density parameter is 

found to be equal to 0.703091. Based on the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) equation, the first law of thermodynamics, 

and Einstein’s Equivalence Principle, we present an analytical approach which yields a value for the Hubble constant equal to �� = 69.05398 �� ��� �����. Using this value, Hubble diagrams are constructed. These diagrams are remarkably consistent 

with the available observational data. 
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1. Introduction 

The present-time value of the Hubble constant provides a 

simple way to estimate the age and the size of the universe. 

As such the task of its accurate determination has been 

ardently undertaken by many teams of cosmologists since its 

introduction by Edwin Hubble [1] in 1929. Its determination 

involves precise measurements of redshift and of distances of 

far away galaxies. A galaxy’s redshift is acquired through 

spectroscopic observations. But the accurate measurement of 

its distance is much more difficult. Freedman and Madore (in 

2010) give details of six high-precision methods for the 

determination of distance, including the details of the known 

systematic errors in the measurement [2]. Tammann (in 2005) 

gives a detailed history of the determination of the Hubble 

constant and provides a table which includes 96 values for 

the Hubble constant varying from 50 to 109 �� ��� ����� 

as evaluated by various teams of investigators from 1974 to 

2005 [3]. Falcon and Aguirre (in 2014) have analytically 

evaluated a maximum value for the Hubble constant equal to 

86.31 �� ��� ����� [4]. The most recent estimated values 

based on observational data are: as reported by the Seven-

Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, (in 2011), 71.0 ± 2.5 �� ��� ����� [5]; as reported by the Planck Mission 

(in 2013), 67.8 ±  0.77 �� ��� �����  [6]; as reported (in 

2013) by the Nine-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 

Probe (WMAP), 69.32 ±  0.80 �� ��� �����  [7]; and as 

reported (in 2013) by the Megamaser Cosmology Project IV, 

68.9 ± 7.1 �� ��� ����� [8]. 

In all of the above investigations, except the one by Falcon 

and Aguirre [4], the present-time value of the Hubble 

constant is determined empirically through an optimum fit to 

the observational data. Here, we assume a flat universe with 

zero cosmological constant. Based on the universe’s total 

mass-energy conservation, we show that at the initiation of 

expansion of space the total energy divides into two parts. 

Considering both parts of the energy to be responsible for the 

expansion of space, and including the effect of time dilation 

on the rate of expansion, we find the total energy density 

parameter at the present time to be equal to 0.703091. Using 

this value for the total energy density parameter and based on 

the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) [9] equation, the 

first law of thermodynamics, and Einstein’s Equivalence 

Principle, we present an analytical approach which yields the 

value for the Hubble constant equal to �� = 69.05398 �� ��� �����. This value is in between the 

ones estimated by the Nine-Year Wilkinson Microwave 

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) and the Megamaser Cosmology 

Project IV team. 

In the next section we develop the relations for the mass 

and energy fractions and we evaluate the total energy density 

parameter. The evaluations of the components of density 

parameters are presented in section 3. The details of the 

analytical derivation of the present-time value of the Hubble 

constant and the evaluation of its numerical value are 

presented in section 4. The efficacy of the proposed approach 

and comparison with observational data are discussed in 

section 5. 
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2. Mass and Energy Fractions 

In our approach to develop an analytical estimate of the 

Hubble constant, we first need to define fractions of mass 

and energy at the initiation of the big bang. To this end, we 

assume the universe to be flat, isotropic, and with a 

homogeneous distribution of mass and energy. Let �� 

represent the total mass of the universe including the total 

mass of all forms of ordinary and non-ordinary masses as 

well as the total equivalent mass of all energies at the start of 

the big bang. Thus 

�� = �� + ��(����)                              (1) 

where �� represents the total of ordinary and non-ordinary 

masses, excluding the equivalent mass of all energies, and ��(����) represents the equivalent mass of all energies at the 

start of the big bang. If we represent ��(����) and �� in the 

following form 

��(����) =  ��                                     (2) 

�� = (1 −  )��                                    (3) 

then the total mass can be represented by 

�� = �� +   ��                                    (4) 

where the factor   represents the fraction of �� equal to the 

equivalent mass of all energies right after the first few 

seconds of “creation”, when the exchange between mass and 

energy had become negligible [9]. Assuming energy drives 

the expansion and considering the conservation of the total 

energy yield 

"(�) = ��(����)�# − �#��(�)                    (5) 

where "(�)  represents the available energy at the time � , ��(�) represents the equivalent mass of all the rest of the 

energies, and c is the speed of light. The rate of change of 

this energy is given by 

"$ (�)  = −�#�$ �(�)                            (6) 

where dot represents differentiation with respect to time �. 
This rate of change of energy can also be represented by the 

product of the expansion velocity and the rate of change of 

momentum, i.e, 

"$ (�) =  %&$ (�) '1 − ()$ (�)* +# , - ..� %��(�)&$ (�)'1 − /&$ (�)/�1# ,2  (7) 

where &$ (�) represents the expansion velocity and the factor 

'1 − /&$ (�)/�1# represents the effect of time dilation on the 

rate of expansion. At this stage we are dealing with the total 

mass and the total equivalent mass of energy. The masses are 

not affected by the effects of length scale. However, one must 

consider the effects of length scale on both the rate of 

expansion and on the definitions of mass and energy 

densities. To avoid the enigmas associated with the 

cosmological constant and/or the vacuum energy, we have 

considered an alternative approach by directly including the 

correction factor '1 − /&$ (�)/�1# for the relativity effect. In 

equation (7) the effect of the gravitational time dilation is 

assumed to be negligible compared to the effect of time 

dilation due to the expansion rate. The effects of length scale 

on energy densities will be addressed in the next section. 

Carrying out the differentiation, the above equation can be 

presented as 

"$ (�) = %&$ (�)'1 − ()$ (�)* +# ,
345
46 �$ �(�) %&$ (�) '1 − ()$ (�)* +# , +

��(�) ..� %&$ (�) '1 − /&$ (�)/�1# ,748
49

  (8) 

Equating the energy rate from equation (6) to that in 

equation (8) yields the following differential equation: 

:$ ;(�):;(�) = − <=$ (>)?  @��()$ (�)/*)AB CC><=$ (>)?  @��()$ (�)/*)AB
� D <=$ (>)?  @��()$ (�)/*)A BA         (9) 

Integrating both sides of the above equation from the 

initial time to the present time, E�, yields 

��(E�) = ��(����) FGH=$ (IJ)? K =  ��FGH=$ (IJ)? K        (10) 

where &$ (0) is assumed to be zero and 

χ ()$ (MJ)* + = − �# NO P1 + %)$ (MJ)*  '1 − /&$ (E�)/�1# ,#Q   (11) 

The equivalent mass ��(E�) is moving with the speed of 

light; it represents a total kinetic energy given by 

"R(E�) = *A
# ��(E�) = *A

#  ��FGH=$ (IJ)? K               (12) 

Now considering equations (2) and (10), the change in the 

kinetic energy up to the present time E� is given by 

∆"R(E�) = *A
#  �� − *A

# ��(E�) = *A
#  �� %1 − FGH=$ (IJ)? K,  (13) 

Assuming Δ"R(E�)  is the total kinetic energy which is 

imparted to the mass, �� , then, including the effect of time 

dilation on the rate of expansion, the total imparted kinetic 

energy to the mass �� becomes 

Δ"R(E�) = �� ()$ (MJ)+AU��H=$ (IJ)? KAV
# =  �� %1 − FGH=$ (IJ)? K, *A

#   (14) 

Substitution for �� from relation (3) back into the above 

equation yields 

Δ"R(E�) = (1 −  )�� ()$ (MJ)+AU��H=$ (IJ)? KAV
# =  �� %1 − FGH=$ (IJ)? K, *A#  (15) 

Solving the above equation for   yields 
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 = W1 � �� XYU=$ �IJ�? VZ
�)$ �MJ�/*�A[���)$ �MJ�/*�AZ\

��
               (16) 

"R�E�� in equation (12) only represents the total kinetic 

energy. Substitution for   from the above equation back into 

equation (10) yields the expression for the total non-

dimensioned energy as 

F��E�� 	 ]>�MJ�*A:> 	 W1 � �� XYU=$ �IJ�? V
�)$ �MJ�/*�A[���)$ �MJ�/*�AZ\

��
FGH=$ �IJ�? K (17) 

If the universe is in the state of dynamic equilibrium then F��E�� must be an extremum at the present time, E�. From the 

above equation, as can also be seen from its plot in Figure (1), 

we find that the extremum of F��E�� is a minimum, and it 

occurs at the value of E� at which 

)$ �MJ�* 	 @1/2                                   (18) 

The fact that the extremum of the total energy, F��E��, is a 

minimum implies that the universe is in a state of stable 

dynamic equilibrium at the present time, E�. Substitution of 

the above value of 
)$ �MJ�*  back into equation (11) yields the 

value of χ as 

χ 	 χ ()$ �MJ�* + 	 NO #√` 	 !0.111572              (19) 

Substitution for &$ �E��/�  from relation (18) back into 

equation (16) yields the value of   as 

 	 �a� �25 � 8√5� 	 0.703091                 (20) 

In the next section it will be shown that the factor   

represents the total energy density parameter. 

 

Figure 1. Variation of Total energy versus expansion velocity. 

3. Components of Density Parameter 

As was mentioned before, the length scale affects the 

definitions of mass and energy densities. To define the mass 

and energy densities, let b� represent the volume of the mass, ��. According to the conservation of mass, �� 	 c�b� 	�dO��eO�, and according to the constancy of the number of 

photons �� 	 c�b� 	 c�b�f/g 	 �dO��eO�  [10]. Because of 

the assumption of homogeneous distribution of mass and 

energy, the mass �� and the equivalent masses �� and Δ��  

would have to be distributed uniformly throughout a unique 

volume, bh��i. Therefore the mass density can be represented 

by 

 c���� 	 :jklmno 	 ���p�:>klmno 	 �1 !  �c�              (21) 

where c� 	 :>klmno represents the universe’s total density. Then 

based on equation (10) the equivalent mass density of the 

energy density is given by 

c���� 	 :;���klmno 	 p:>klmno FGH=$ �>�? K 	  c���� FGH=$ �>�? K  (22) 

Based on equation (13), by the time �, the change in the 

equivalent mass density of energy density is given by 

 Δc���� 	 p:>klmno U1 ! FGH=$ �>�? KV 	   c���� U1 ! FGH=$ �>�? KV 
 (23) 

Therefore the total density at the present time, E�, is given 

by 

c�J 	  c�� � c�� �  Δc��                    (24) 

where the subscript 0 denotes present-time value. Then the 

present-time values of density parameters are defined by: 

Ω�� 	  rjJr?;J                                 (25) 

Ω�� 	 r;Jr?;J                                (26) 

∆Ω�� 	  sr;Jr?;J                               (27) 

where c*�� 	 gtJAuv w  represents the critical density of the 

universe at the present time. Assuming the universe to be at 

its critical density at the present time, �� 	 E� , that is c�J 	 c*�� , then the total density parameter, Ω� , at the 

present time is given by 

Ω� 	 Ω�� � Ω�� � ∆Ω�� 	 r>Jr?;J 	 1       (28) 

Considering relations (22) and (23) together with relations 

(26) and (27), it can be shown that γ  represents the total 

energy density parameter. Thus 

γ 	 Ω�� � ∆Ω��                     (29) 

In the next section, it will be shown that the total energy, 

as represented by the total energy density parameter, γ, 
creates the pressure which is responsible for the expansion of 

space. 

4. Analytical Estimate of the Hubble 

Constant 

According to the equation of state, the magnitude of the 
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radiation pressure is given by z� 	 �g �#c�, Misner, et al. [10]. 

Thus substitution for c���� from relation (22) yields 

z� = �g �#c�(�) = �g �# c�(�) FGH=$ (>)? K             (30) 

Assuming the universe to be at its critical density at the 

present time, the above pressure can be represented by 

z�� = �g �# c�JF  GH=$ (IJ)? K = �g �# H r>Jr?;JK g tJAu v w F  GH=$ (IJ)? K =
�# tJAu v w F  GH=$ (IJ)? K        (31) 

In a uniform acceleration field, at any point & , the 

radiation pressure can be equivalently represented by 

z� = −&{ (�) (h��� �|}}h��� |�X| +                     (32) 

where &{  represents the acceleration that yields the above 

equality. According to Einstein’s equivalence principle, the 

acceleration at any point, in a uniform acceleration field, is 

equivalent to a gravitational acceleration at that point. 

Therefore &{  also represents the gravitational acceleration in 

the assumed flat universe. To find the acceleration at a point & , for the flat universe with zero cosmological constant, 

using conservation of energy or the FRW equation one 

obtains 

()$ (�))(�)+# = #:>w[)(�)Z~                            (33) 

But 
 :>w[)(�)ZA = −&{ (�). Therefore 

&{ (�) = −  :>w[)(�)ZA = − �# )$ (�))(�) &$ (�)             (34) 

Correcting the velocity in the above relation for the effect 

of time dilation yields 

&{ (�) = − �# �%)$ (�)'��(=$ (>)? +A,
)(�) � %&$ (�)'1 − ()$ (�)* +# ,  (35) 

where in the above relation the velocity, 

U&$ (�)'1 − ()$ (�)* +#V = b*��(�) , represents the expansion 

velocity corrected for the effect of time dilation. Thus the 

present-time value of the gravitational acceleration at the 

point & is given by 

&{ (E�) = − �# ��b*��(E�) = − �# ��&$ (E�) '1 − ()$ (MJ)* +#
 (36) 

where 

�� = k?�;(MJ))(MJ) = k?�;(MJ)MJ k?�;(MJ) = �MJ = U&$ (E�)'1 − ()$ (MJ)* +# V /&(E�)   (37) 

is the Hubble constant corrected for the effect of time dilation. 

The negative sign in equation (32) means that the direction of 

radiation pressure is opposite to the direction of the 

gravitational acceleration. This implies that the expansion is 

taking place at an accelerating rate. This is consistent with 

the finding that the rate of expansion is accelerating [11, 12, 

13, 14]. Substitution for &{ (E) from the above relation back 

into equation (32) yields 

z�� = �# ��&$ (E�) '1 − ()$ (MJ)* +#
 (h��� �|}}h��� |�X| +      (38) 

The right side of the above equation involves the 

kinematic terms, while the left side represents the kinetics of 

the system. Thus this expression represents the relation 

between the geometry and the kinetics of the system. 

Equating the pressure z��  from the above relation to z��  in 

equation (31) yields 

�# tJAu v w F  GH=$ (IJ)? K = �# ��&$ (E�) '1 − ()$ (MJ)* +# (h��� �|}}h��� |�X| + (39) 

Solving the above relation yields the present-time value for 

the Hubble constant as 

�� = 4 � w*Ap F�GH=$ (IJ)? K &$ (E�) '1 − ()$ (MJ)* +# (h��� �|}}h��� |�X| + (40) 

Recalling from relation (18) that &$ (E�) = @1/2 �  and 

substituting it into the above equation yields 

�� = � w*                                    (41a) 

where the parameter � is given by 

� =  #v X�YU=$ (IJ)? V 
p (h��� �|}}h��� |�X| +                   (41b) 

Thus substitutions of the values for χ ()$ (MJ)* +  and  , as 

given by relations (19) and (20), back into relations (41a) and 

(41b) yield the present-time values for the parameter � and 

the Hubble constant as 

� = /5√5 − 81� ��/�# = 9.99133 ��/�#      (42a) 

�� = 2.23489 × 10��u��� = 69.05398 �� ��� ����� (42b) 

Therefore, the value of the present time, E�  (commonly 

called age of the universe) is given by E� = ���� =14.1628 ��. Also, equation (35) corrected for sign yields the 

present-time value of the expansion acceleration as 

&{ (E�) = �# ��&$ (E�)'1 − ()$ (MJ)* +# = �f �� �       (43) 

Because c and G are universal constants, at any time, 

whether past, present, or future, equation (41a) sets the same 

definite limit on how far one can look back in time. It also 

extends the meaning of the cosmological principle from “the 

universe looks the same wherever it is observed” to “the 

universe looks the same wherever and whenever it is 

observed”. 
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5. Checks and Comparisons 

In this section we check the quality of the proposed 

analytical approach. Using Mattig’s formula, Peebles [15], it 

can be shown that the luminosity distance at the present time 

is given by 

�� 	 *tJ
# �ΩJ �D( ΩJ�#)(@�D ΩJ ���)�ΩJA               (44) 

Assuming a flat universe at its critical density at the 

present time, then according to relation (28) the total density 

parameter Ω� = 1, and the above equation simplifies to 

�� = # *tJ (1 + � − √1 + �)                   (45) 

The distance modulus and its K-correction [9] are 

� = 5 Nd����� + �(�)                      (46) 

�(�) = −2.5 (� − 1)Nd���(1 + �)                (47) 

where ��  is in 10 ��  units. The K-correction serves to 

compensate for the difference in the band in which the flux is 

emitted and the band in which it is observed. As the 

analytical approach involves no aperture correction, the value 

of � in the above equation is zero. Thus 

�(�) = 2.5 Nd���(1 + �) = 5 Nd���√1 + �       (48) 

If one applies this correction to the luminosity distance, 

then the corrected luminosity distance can be represented by 

(��)*�� = √1 + � ��                              (49) 

Thus the distance modulus can be represented by 

� = 5 Nd����� + �(�)  = 5 Nd���(��)*�� = 5 Nd���/ √1 + � ��1 (50) 

To check the efficacy of the proposed analytical estimate 

of the Hubble constant, we use a set of 557 SNe data, as 

reported in 2010, in the Union2 Compilation [16], and a set 

of 394 extragalactic distances to 349 galaxies at cosmological 

redshifts significantly higher than the Union 2 Compilation, 

as reported in 2008 by Mador and Steer [17]. 

 

Figure 2. Hubble Diagram, Conformity of the Analytical Curve with the 

Measured Data. Blue dots represent 557 data points from the Union2 

Compilation. 

 

Figure 3. Hubble Diagram, Conformity of the Analytical Curve with the 

Measured Data. Blue dots represent the 557 data points from the Union2 

Compilation. Red dots represent 394 data points from NASA/IPAC 

Extragalactic Database, NED-4D 

Using the value of Ω� = 1 as given by equation (28), the 

calculated value of the Hubble constant of �� =69.05398 �� ��� �����, and equations (45) and (50), plots 

of the distance modulus versus redshift are presented in 

Figures 2 and 3. The redshift in the union2 compilation data 

varies from a low of � = 0.0152 to a maximum of � = 1.4. 

These data are plotted in Figure 2. The redshift in the 

extragalactic database varies from a low of � = 0.133 to a 

maximum of � = 6.6. These data combined with the union2 

data are plotted in Figure 3. These figures confirm the 

consistency of the analytically derived value of the Hubble 

constant with the observational data. 

6. Remarks and Conclusions 

Assuming a flat universe with a zero cosmological 

constant, the value of the Hubble constant is analytically 

derived to be equal to 69.05398 �� ��� �����. This value 

is in between the ones estimated by the Nine-Year Wilkinson 

Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) and the Megamaser 

Cosmology Project. IV team. The remarkable consistency of 

the analytical curve with the observational data, displayed in 

Figures 2 and 3, justifies the assumptions of the universe 

being flat and being at its critical density. Also, because the 

total energy is at its minimum at the present time, the 

universe as a whole is in a state of stable dynamic 

equilibrium. 

The total energy is constant and its two parts participate in 

setting up the mechanism for the expansion of space. The 

part represented by ∆Ω�  imparts energy to the mass, M� , 

while the total energy, as represented by the total energy 

density parameter, γ, creates the pressure which drives the 

expansion. 
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